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Three-Dimensional Stress and Strain in Passive Rabbit Left Ventricle:
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Abstract—To determine regional stress and strain distributio
in rabbit ventricular myocardium, an anatomically detailed
nite element model was used to solve the equations of st
equilibrium during passive filling of the left ventricle. Compu
tations were conducted on a scalable parallel processing c
puter and performance was found to scale well with the num
of processors used, so that stimulations previously requi
approximately 60 min were completed in just over 5 m
Epicardial strains from the model analysis showed good ag
ment (RMSE50.007332) with experimental measuremen
when material properties were chosen such that cross
strain was more heterogeneous than fiber strain, which is
consistent with experimental observations in other spec
© 2000 Biomedical Engineering Society.
@S0090-6964~00!00507-5#

Keywords—Ventricular mechanics, Scalable parallel compu
tion, Finite element analysis.

INTRODUCTION

The three-dimensional geometry and fiber orientat
of the intact myocardium plays an important role in t
diastolic mechanics of the ventricles. Previous models
passive mechanics have simulated the canine and ra
ventricles.3,6,19,26Yet no models have analyzed stress a
strain in the rabbit ventricles even though this specie
a popular model for the study of mechanics, mechano
ergetics, and electrical propagation.10,11,23,33

Two-dimensional epicardial strains were measured
the rabbit left ventricle~LV ! by Gallagheret al.10 to
study the changes of collagen fiber structure and m
chanics of the cardiac scar after infarction. They m
sured LV volume, fiber orientation, and fiber, cross fib
and shear strains on the anterolateral epicardium of
lated hearts from a control group, and from groups a
and 14 d postinfarction under passive LV pressure lo
of 0–30 mm Hg. In the control group, fiber strain w
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consistently larger than cross fiber strain and accom
nied by a small negative shear strain, characteris
similar to epicardial strains measured in rat, canine, a
porcine hearts.15,27,26

Despite experimental evidence that left ventricu
wall mechanics are three dimensional,31 only a few fully
three-dimensional mechanics models exist. Huyg
et al.19 have developed an axisymmetric quasilinear v
coelastic finite element~FE! model of the canine LV
incorporating ventricular torsion, transmural fiber anis
ropy, and intracoronary blood in the wall. Bovendee
et al.3 have studied the effects of ischemia on the bor
zone mechanics, stroke work, and global deformat
using a three-dimensional LV model featuring the dep
dence of active fiber stress on time, strain, and str
rate.

Mechanics models based on simplified LV geometr
have been useful for gaining basic insights into the i
portance of the thick LV wall geometry, torsional defo
mation, large elastic deformation, and transverse sh
strains.14,17 These models, however, cannot account
the complex three-dimensional variations in wall thic
ness, curvature, or fiber orientation in the analysis
stress or strain in the ventricle. Furthermore, simplifi
models do not allow for interactions between the left a
right ventricles~RV!, the pericardium, or coronary bloo
flow. Hence more sophisticated models of the ventricl
incorporating a realistic three-dimensional geometry a
fiber architecture, a constitutive law reflecting the no
linear anisotropic elastic properties of myocardium, a
boundary conditions that impose physiologically realis
constraints under normal or diseased conditions are
quired for studying the heterogeneous regional mech
ics of intact myocardium. These three-dimensional a
tomically detailed models require large-sca
computation. Fortunately, advances in parallel comput
hardware and software have made large-scale th
dimensional models of cardiac mechanics feasible. O
goal was to estimate the material parameters of in
rabbit LV myocardium using measurements of epicard
strain and an accurate three-dimensional model
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782 F. J. VETTER and A. D. MCCULLOCH
ventricular geometry and fiber orientation. We expec
a parallel processing approach would be necessar
reduce the simulation run times to a point where exp
ration of the parameter space was feasible.

Anatomic Model

The anatomic model of the rabbit ventricular geo
etry and fiber architecture described by Vetter a
McCulloch30 was modified to serve as a computation
domain for the model of passive LV inflation simulatin
the control group experiments of Gallagheret al.10 The
discontinuous fitted fiber orientations allowed by ex
nodes at the junction of the RV septal and free w
surfaces were removed to avoid numerical difficulties
assigning the average fiber orientation at the redund
nodes along the junction to a single node, and remov
the redundant nodes. A small apical hole (m51°) was
introduced to eliminate redundant nodes in this regi
The mesh was converted from prolate spheroidal to r
angular Cartesian coordinates so that the deform
model could admit translations at the apex. This conv
sion required two circumferential refinements of the
mesh on the left ventricular free wall to maintain th
geometry in the region of the LV papillary muscle inse
tions. The resulting 48-element mesh was used as
computational domain for simulating passive inflation
the LV.

The FE model used tricubic Hermite interpolatio
functions with four point Gaussian quadrature integrat
in each of the local FE directions. Because no analy
solution exists for this problem, convergence of the
mesh was determined asymptotically: the 48-elem
model was inflated to 5 mm Hg, and regions of high
strain energy were refined until the overall strain ene
of the deformed mesh changed by less than 0.5%. T
resulted in a 174-node model~9 circumferential35
longitudinal32 transmural elements! with 4176 degrees
of freedom ~DOF;8 DOF per variable per node33
variables3174 nodes!, suitable for modeling the three
dimensional deformation of rabbit ventricular myoca
dium. The LV of the 90-element model was inflate
from 0 to 25 mm Hg in 5 mm Hg increments, with
load steps per increment~6 load steps for the 5–10 mm
Hg increment!. The RV was unloaded throughout th
simulation to approximate the experimental protocol f
lowed by Gallagheret al.10

Constitutive Law

The myocardium was modeled as a transversely
tropic, hyperelastic material with an exponential stra
energy function14,27

W5 1
2C~eQ21!,
t

Q5b1Ef f
2 1b2~Err

2 1Ecc
2 12Erc

2 !12b3~Ef r
2 1Ef c

2 !,
~1!

where the Lagrangian Green’s strainsEi j are referred to
the local fiber coordinate system consisting of fiber~f !,
cross fiber~c!, and radial~r! coordinate directions. The
material parametersC, b1 , b2 , and b3 have been de-
scribed in detail elsewhere;14 briefly, the material con-
stant C scales the stress,b1 or b2 scales the materia
stiffness in the fiber or cross fiber direction, respective
and b3 scales the material rigidity under shear in t
fiber-radial and fiber-cross fiber planes.

Treating the kinematic incompressibility constrai
explicitly as an additional equation results in a mix
formulation that makes numerical solution difficult un
less a memory-intensive direct solution method is us
Instead, we introduced a bulk modulus parameterb4 into
the strain energy25

W5 1
2C~eQ21!2b4~det@C#22Adet@C#11!, ~2!

where det@C# is the determinant of the right Cauchy
Green deformation tensor. As described previously,25 this
approach is equivalent to a penalty formulation for i
compressibility since experimental estimates of the b
modulus parameterb4 are large compared with the othe
coefficients~200 kPa!.35 The material parametersC, b1 ,
b2 , and b3 in Eq. ~2! were estimated so that th
Lagrangian Green’s strain componentsEf f , Ecc , and
Ef c agreed with epicardial strain measurements from
isolated, arrested rabbit heart as reported by Gallag
et al.10

LV passive inflation was simulated, strains were co
pared with experimental measurements, and material
rameters were adjusted to improve the agreement:b1 and
b2 were modified to minimize discrepancies in fiber a
cross fiber strains andb3 was modified according to
differences in shear strain. We computed the root m
squared error~RMSE! of the objective function

Êi j 2Ei j ,

whereÊi j were the model strains andEi j are the epicar-
dial strains measured by Gallagheret al.10 at LV pres-
sures of 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25 mm Hg. The parame
that minimized the RMSE were accepted as the b
estimates of myocardial material parameters.

Boundary Conditions

Boundary conditions were specified by constraini
the nodal displacement degrees of freedom. Nodal
rivatives are with respect to the arc lengthSi in the
physical coordinate directionxi .24 Nodal coordinates and
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783Modeling Three-Dimensional LV Passive Mechanics
their circumferential and transmural derivatives we
constrained at the base on the epicardium and right v
tricular endocardium to approximate the effects of t
relatively stiff annuli of the valves. The LV endocardiu
at the base was constrained to move only in the ba
plane, allowing cavity expansion but not longitudinal d
placement in thex1 direction. At the apex all derivative
in the posterior direction and nodal coordinates w
unconstrained. Constraints to the longitudinal and tra
mural derivatives at the apex prevented spurious s
tions with unrealistically large deformations along t
boundary of the small apical hole, and were impos
only to improve the behavior of the model and not as
attempt to achieve any type of symmetry or regiona
uniform response. Referring to the coordinate system
Fig. 1, the nodal displacement constraints used here
expressed mathematically as

dv50 at the epicardial base and RV endocard
base~physical units of mm!,

d
dv
]S1

5d
dv
]S2

50

at the epicardial base, RV endocardial
base, and LV endocardial apex
~dimensionless!,

d
]v
]S2

50 at the LV endocardial apex
~dimensionless!,

d
]2v

]S1]S2
50 at the epicardial base, RV endocardia

base, and LV endocardial apex~mm21!,

FIGURE 1. Schematic diagram of the rectangular Cartesian
model coordinate system „x 1 ,x 2 ,x 3… is collinear with the
long axis of the LV cavity. The prolate spheroidal coordinate
system „l, m, u… is convenient for modeling cardiac geom-
etry. The curvilinear parametric coordinates „j1 ,j2 ,j3… are
the local finite element coordinates.
-

l

e

d
]2v

]S2]S3
50 at the LV endocardial apex~mm21!,

d
]3v

]S1]S2]S3
50 at the epicardial base

and LV endocardial apex~mm22!,

where v is one of the three spatial coordinate
vP$x1 ,x2 ,x3%. At the LV endocardial base the follow
ing constraints allowed cavity expansion but preven
longitudinal displacement:

dx150,

d
]x1

]S1
5d

]x1

]S3
50,

d
]2x1

]S1]S3
50.

These boundary conditions removed 393 DOFs from
90 element model, leaving 3783 DOFs to be determin
via the FE method.

Computational Approach

To implement the FE method on a scalable para
processing~SPP! computer, an ‘‘element-by-element’
formulation was used in which the global stiffness mat
K is not explicitly assembled.16 Instead, each processo
maintained its assigned element stiffness matrices
was responsible for providing any information in th
global stiffness derived from these element stiffness m
trices.

An iterative method was used to solve the linear s
tems of equations. It is important at this point to disti
guish between the two iterative approaches that w
utilized: the iterations of the Newton–Raphson meth
were part of the process to determine the solution for
nonlinear system. The iterative methods described h
solve the linear systems that arise as approximati
within each Newton–Raphson iteration. Such a meth
will perturb an initial guess of the global solutionũ
based on a search criteria specific to a particular itera
method. We chose the restarted Generalized Minim
Residual~GMRES! method as implemented in the Pa
allel Iterative Methods~PIM! package.8 Unlike other
implementations of iterative methods,18,21,28 the PIM
package places no restrictions on the underlying d
structure of the system matrix, requiring instead that
user develop additional support routines for the para
computation of a matrix–vector product, vector inn
product, norm, and global accumulation. For the simu
tions conducted here, the restarted GMRES method u
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784 F. J. VETTER and A. D. MCCULLOCH
100 subspace basis vectors~as described below!, a solu-
tion tolerance of 1029, and a maximum of ten restart
Yeckel and Derby34 have shown it is not always advan
tageous to solve the linear system to a high degree
precision as long as the nonlinear Newton iteration c
verges to an acceptable tolerance. We adopted their s
egy and allowed the Newton iteration to advance ev
when the restarted GMRES method had executed
maximum number of restarts. All components ofû, the
approximation of the global solution vectorũ, were ini-
tially set to unity. The solution was accepted when t
change in strain energy was less than 1026 kPa.

Material parameters of the passively inflated rab
LV were estimated using the recently proposed form
the constitutive law@Eq. ~1!#. The element-by-elemen
approach was implemented on a SPP computer to red
run time, and a modified Newton–Raphson method w
used to solve the nonlinear system of equations, utiliz
the restarted GMRES method to solve the linear syste
of equations during each modified Newton–Raphson
eration. The strategy implemented here requires only
the diagonal preconditioner, the solver residual vec
and partial products of the element stiffness matri
with either the diagonal preconditioner or intermedia
solver vectors be globally reduced and broadcast to
processors. We balanced the computational load by
signing an equal number of FEs to each available p
cessor. We expected this approach to be highly scal
~i.e., speedup would increase in proportion to the num
of processors!. We computed speedup as the run time
a single processor divided by the run time onP proces-
sors. Our implementation used the Message Passing
terface library on the Cray T3E~272 processors runnin
at 300 MHz, each with 128 Mbyte of main memory! at
the San Diego Supercomputer Center.

The computational problem and solution paramet
were defined on a laboratory work station~SGI Indigo2!.
The contents of the global data structures were t
written to a binary file~approximately 8.7 Mbyte!, which
was then transferred to the Cray T3E via the UNIX fi
transfer protocol~ftp!. On the T3E, the parallel versio
of the program was launched on 45 processors, eac
which read the binary file and loaded the global data i
memory. Assigning static global data in this manner o
viated several one-to-all broadcasts, greatly simplify
the problem definition on the SPP computer. At the s
of the first solution procedure, each processor determi
which of the element stiffness matrices it was to co
pute and store—with 45 processors and a mesh with
finite elements, each processor computed and stored
of the 90 element stiffness matrices and carried a cop
the current approximate solution vectorû. When the
restarted GMRES algorithm required an evaluation of
matrix–vector productK û, each processor mapped th
subset of relevant components in the approximate s
f

t-

e

t
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tion vector û to the appropriate columns in the eleme
stiffness matrix and executed the multiplication. The
sulting 45 vectors of partial products were summ
across the processors to form the full matrix–vec
productK û. The current approximationû was then up-
dated by the restarted GMRES algorithm to form t
subsequent approximation to the global solutionû. After
the global solution was obtained, the root proces
wrote the nodal parameters of the deformed configu
tion, cavity pressure, and global residual vector to out
files ~approximately 860 kbyte per load step!. If the
simulation was to continue to higher LV pressures t
solution procedure was repeated, otherwise the prog
was terminated normally on all processors. When
simulation was completed the output files were tra
ferred to a laboratory work station for analysis and
sualization.

RESULTS

Validation: Canine LV Passive Inflation

A high-order FE model of the canine LV~described
elsewhere6! with 960 DOFs served to validate the para
lel implementation of the finite element procedures. U
ing the constitutive law in Eq.~2! with material
parameters6 C51.76 kPa, b1518.5, b253.58, b3

51.63, andb4530, the LV was inflated to 7.5 mm Hg
in four successive load steps, using either a full New
method or a modified Newton–Raphson method. L
diagonal preconditioning reduced the condition numb
~i.e., the ratio of the magnitudes of the largest and sm
est eigenvalues! of the global tangent stiffness matri
from 5503106 to 3,570; without preconditioning the re
started GMRES method never reduced the residuals
always failed to converge. The restarted GMRES s
space had 100 basis vectors, approximately the num
resulting in the minimum run time. The solution wa
identical to that reported previously.6 The resulting run
times and speedup are shown in Fig. 2. On 16 proces
run time was reduced to 8.7 min using the full Newto
method, or to 5.2 min using a modified Newton
Raphson method. With the full Newton method speed
was 13.9, but only 10.6 with the modified Newton
Raphson method. The full Newton method required
evaluations of the global tangent stiffness matrixK and
116 restarted GMRES iterations, whereas the modifi
Newton–Raphson method required six evaluations ofK
and 383 restarted GMRES iterations.

Rabbit LV Passive Inflation

Computation.Twelve simulations ~3783 DOFs! were
conducted to determine the best estimates of the mat
parameters; the results presented here are from the s
lation using the best estimates. The number of iterati
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785Modeling Three-Dimensional LV Passive Mechanics
and execution times for each LV pressure range
shown in Table 1. On 45 processors this simulation
quired 237.5 CPU hours and ran for approximately 5.3
On each processor data storage required 14.4 Mbyt
main memory and the program required 9.84 Mbyte
main memory.

Global Deformation of the Ventricles.A cross section of
the unloaded and deformed ventricles at 25 mm Hg
pressure~Fig. 3, left! shows the LV cavity volume in-
creased substantially and the apex displaced 2.18 mm
the longitudinal direction, flattening the septal wall. At
and 25 mm Hg pressure the septum was displaced
and 3.7 mm toward the RV at the equator. The R
cavity maintained a volume of at least 1 ml througho
the pressure range and the LV cavity volume was w
within 10% of the experimentally measured volumes
nonzero pressures~Fig. 3, right!.

Epicardial and Transmural Strains.When parameters o
the strain energy function had the the valuesC51.76,
b1550.0, b255.0, b351.63, b45200, the model
showed good agreement (RMSE50.007332) with epi-
cardial strains measured on the anterolateral wall~Fig. 4,
top!.10 The fiber and cross fiber strains were well with
the error of the experimental measurements, but the m
nitude of the fiber-cross fiber shear strain is larger th

FIGURE 2. Run time and speed up for the 16 element canine
LV simulation „see Ref. 6 … using either a full Newton „dia-
monds … or modified Newton–Raphson „boxes … method.
Dashed line is ideal speedup. Using 16 processors resulted
in 87% efficiency for the full Newton method, and 66% effi-
ciency for the modified Newton–Raphson method.
f

-

that of experiment by an average of 12%, suggesting
elastic stiffness of the model in the tangent plane@pa-
rameterb3 in Eq. ~2!# may be lower than that in the
actual rabbit LV myocardium. This is further highlighte
in the principal strain profiles and direction of the fir
principal strain ~Fig. 5, top!, where the first principal
strain is consistently larger than experiment, the ma
mum difference occurring at 25 mm Hg pressure wh
the strain computed from the experimental data is 0.0
but the model predicted 0.088. Similarly, the seco
principal strain is consistently lower than experime
with the largest discrepancy at 10 mm Hg pressure~mea-
sured: 0.014; model: 0.0098!. The direction of the first
principal strain in the model closely followed that com
puted from the experimental measurements~Fig. 5, bot-
tom!, and in both cases the direction was more nega
than the local epicardial fiber angle~in the experimental
hearts the mean local epicardial fiber angle is260°, in
the model the angle was252°!. The largest error is at 5
mm Hg pressure where the angle computed from
experimental data is268°, but the model yielded278°.
In addition, variations of the first principal strain direc
tion with increasing LV pressure differ slightly: the ex
perimental data show the direction becoming monoto
cally more longitudinal with increasing LV pressure;
the model the change in direction shifted from negat
to positive at pressures above 15 mm Hg.

At 25 mm Hg LV pressure, fiber strain varied from
0.012 to 0.093 at the subepicardium and from 0.04
0.14 at the subendocardium~Fig. 6!. Conversely, cross-
fiber strain shows a much larger transmural variatio
20.002 to 0.22 strain at the subepicardium and20.016
to 0.43 at the subendocardium. The compressive str
were isolated to a single region near the LV poster
papillary insertion~the lighter regions in the lower righ
portion of the cross fiber strain maps in Fig. 6!.

The transmural variation in strain at 10 mm Hg fro
the same anterolateral region~Fig. 7! showed that both

TABLE 1. Number of Newton–Raphson iterations and run
time required to simulate the passive inflation of the rabbit LV
from 0 to 25 mm Hg. Preliminary simulations showed the
nonlinear solver diverged using five load steps for the 5–10
mm Hg range. Six load steps were used to provide a smaller
load increment for each step over this range.

LV pressure (mm Hg): 0–5 5–10 10–15 15–20 20–25

Load step 1: 11 17 13 15 13
2: 10 11 11 10 7
3: 11 11 11 9 9
4: 13 13 10 10 9
5: 11 10 8 10 7
6: 9

Total Newton–
Raphson iterations: 56 71 53 54 45
Run time (s): 4155 5484 3771 3830 2990
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FIGURE 3. „Left … Anterior view of the unloaded „dashed line … and deformed „solid line … ventricular cross-sections at 25 mm Hg.
„Right … Measured LV cavity volume †symbols Ástandard error of the mean „SEM… „Ref. 10…‡ and LV and RV volumes from the
model.
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circumferential and radial strains increase in magnitu
toward the endocardium, similar to strains measured
the passively inflated (864 mm Hg) canine LV.26 The
radial strain was negative because the wall thinned un

FIGURE 4. Epicardial strain profiles from the anterolateral
wall „top …. Simulations „lines … show good agreement with
experimental fiber „diamonds …, cross fiber „circles …, and
shear „boxes … strains „Ref. 10…. Error bars are Á SEM. Epi-
cardial strains from the same region in cardiac coordinates
„bottom …. Simulations „lines … show good agreement with ex-
perimental circumferential „circles …, longitudinal „diamonds …,
and shear „boxes … strains.
r

pressure loading with the greatest amount occurring
the subendocardium. The longitudinal strain, howev
remained relatively uniform through the wall (0.04
60.012). Overall, the circumferential–longitudinal she
strain was small and negative through the w
(20.01860.011) but became positive at 95% wa
depth, with a value of 0.011 at the endocardium. T
circumferential–radial shear was negative throughout
the wall (20.08660.031) and the longitudinal–radia
shear rapidly became most negative~20.081! at 66%
wall depth, then sharply increased to a maximu
~10.218! at the endocardial surface.

Regional LV Wall Stress.Over the lateral wall and apex
Cauchy stress resolved in the fiber direction was on
erage higher than that in the cross-fiber direction; for
region shown in Fig. 8 the mean fiber stress was 2
63.93 kPa and the mean cross fiber stress was 1
63.51 kPa. At the midventricle fiber stress tended to

FIGURE 5. Principal strain profiles „top … and angle „bottom …

from the epicardial surface on the anterolateral wall. Simula-
tion „line … shows good agreement with experimental strains
„symbols … „see Ref. 10 ….
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FIGURE 6. Hammer projection maps of fiber strain „left … and cross fiber strain „right … in the LV free wall at 25 mm Hg pressure.
Contours are drawn at 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, and 0.25 strain levels.
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larger than cross fiber stress transmurally. At the epic
dium and midwall, cross-fiber stress was more unifo
than the fiber stress, although fiber stress tended to
larger. The apex and papillary insertions at the sub
docardium show the greatest magnitude and regio
variability in both directions, where negative stresses
curred predominately at the regions of negative cur
ture.

DISCUSSION

Simulations of passive LV inflation were conducte
using a realistic model of the rabbit ventricles. Mater
parameters of a transversely isotropic, hyperelastic c
stitutive law were found that predicted epicardial stra
in the anterolateral wall which were consistent with e
periment. These results further the understanding of
passive mechanics of the intact rabbit ventricular m
cardium, and may be important when interpreting t
results of experimental investigations in mechanics10

mechanoenergetics,33 or electrical propagation.11
e

l

-

High-order FE models have been used previously
investigate ventricular mechanics. Some assume an
symmetric geometry that cannot model regional var
tions in stress due to local variations in wall thickness
curvature.19,20 Others have assumed constant transmu
variation in fiber orientation or lack the right ventricle.1,6

A high-order FE model of the canine left and right ve
tricles has been developed24 but its use in modeling ven
tricular mechanics has been limited.5 The model used
here features an anatomically accurate left and right v
tricular geometry and a realistic nonuniform transmu
variation in fiber orientation. The element-by-element a
proach to solving the nonlinear system of governi
equations was shown to be highly scalable on a para
processing computer, achieving near-linear speedups
a similar passive inflation problem in the canine LV
Previous simulations requiring 60 min to complete on
laboratory work station were completed here in just ov
5 min, a 90% reduction in run time.6 More importantly,
larger and more detailed models can be utilized to obt
new insights regarding myocardial processes and inte
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788 F. J. VETTER and A. D. MCCULLOCH
tions that are not possible to measure with current
perimental techniques.

Computational Approach

In validation runs involving the canine LV simula
tions, the full Newton method required nearly four tim
as many evaluations of the global tangent stiffness m
trix than did the modified Newton–Raphson metho
Evaluation of the global tangent stiffness matrix was
efficient data parallel operation since it required on
local data~i.e., information available on the individua
processor! to evaluate the element stiffness matrices a
no interprocessor communication. The restarted GMR
method, on the other hand, relied heavily on interproc
sor communication since partial matrix–vector produ
must be globally reduced at each iteration. For this ph
of the solution procedure the full Newton method r
quired only 116 restarted GMRES iterations, less th
one-third of 363 iterations required by the modifie
Newton–Raphson method. Hence the full Newt
method spent proportionally more time executing fu
data parallel operations, whereas the modified Newto
Raphson method had a much larger number of sync
nization points. Even so, the modified Newton–Raphs
method had a shorter run time suggesting that, for
particular problem, evaluation of the global tangent st

FIGURE 7. Transmural normal and shear strains with respect
to cardiac coordinates in the anterolateral region at 10 mm
Hg LV pressure. „Top … Circumferential „Ecc …, longitudinal
„Ell …, and radial „Err … strains. „Bottom … Circumferential–
longitudinal fiber „Ecl …, circumferential–radial „Ecr …, and
longitudinal–radial „Elr … shear strains.
-

ness matrix was more computationally expensive th
the interprocessor communication overhead. For a pr
lem where the reverse situation exists using the f
Newton method would likely provide shorter run time

The left diagonal preconditioner we utilized was rel
tively simple to implement and effective for our prob
lem. Without preconditioning the restarted GMRE
method never reduced the residuals and always faile
converge. More elaborate parallel preconditioners ex
however, and would likely accelerate convergence of
restarted GMRES method at the cost of a more com
cated implementation. Yeckel and Derby34 have shown
that symmetric left and right diagonal preconditioning
sometimes more effective for accelerating restar
GMRES convergence in computational fluid dynam
problems. Preconditioners based on the individual e
ment stiffness matrices of trilinear brick elements ha
been shown to be more effective than diagonal scali

FIGURE 8. Cauchy stress „kPa… resolved in fiber „left … and
cross-fiber „right … directions in the LV free wall and apex at
10 mm Hg pressure. Contours are drawn at À2, 0, 2, 4, 6, and
8 kPa stress levels.
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producing preconditioned systems with substantia
lower condition numbers.32

Global Deformation of the Ventricles

The global deformation of the model LV reproduc
the experimentally measured volumes within 10%,10 ex-
cept at the unloaded state~Fig. 3!. The initial volume of
the model was 1.71 ml, whereas the experimental v
ume was 1.1760.39 ml. The disagreement may be d
to two factors: one related to the model and the othe
the experimental technique. The model omits the
papillary muscles, and surfaces representing the LV
docardium do not have sufficient spatial resolution
capture the detailed variations on the endocardium24

thus it is likely that the model has a higher LV volum
than an actual heart. The balloons used to experimen
measure the LV cavity volumes may not completely
the narrow spaces around the endocardial trabeculae
papillary muscles, resulting in a lower LV volume. The
two factors combined may be the cause of the la
discrepancy in the unloaded LV volume.

Epicardial and Transmural Strains

During diastole, passive filling of the LV increase
cavity volume and distends the ventricular wall. T
deformation of the myocardium during filling is highl
dependent upon the passive material properties of
myocardium, which are known to vary across specie26

Characterizing the passive material properties of myoc
dium is complicated by the complex myofiber arrang
ment, anisotropy, and nonlinear constitutive relations
the myocardium. Attempts to estimate passive myoc
dial material properties, however, have been succes
in a few cases. Using an exponential form of the con
tutive law, Guccioneet al.14 have estimated the materia
properties of passive myocardium in the canine usin
cylindrical model of the LV. These material paramete
have proven to be effective in reproducing left ventric
lar strains in the fiber, eross fiber, and radial~transmural!
directions in a more realistic prolate spheroidal, hig
order FE description of the canine LV.6 The
circumferential–radial and longitudinal–radial comp
nents of shear strain, however, did not agree with exp
mental measurements, suggesting the myocardium
be orthotropic, thus requiring a more detailed mathem
cal description.5 Validated orthotropic constitutive law
have not yet been developed, and the transversely iso
pic description of three-dimensional passive myocardi
has performed sufficiently well in the past.6

The longitudinal strain measured in canine LV i
creased from approximately 0.04 at the epicardium
0.12 and the subendocardium;26 in our model, however,
longitudinal strain was relatively uniform through th
wall. The small positive circumferential–longitudina
d

l

y

-

shear strain at 95% wall depth indicated the ventricu
torsion changed direction~from left-handed to right-
handed! at the subendocardium, also at odds with expe
mental findings. The nonlinear form of the strain-ener
function makes it difficult to specify precisely the param
eter~s! responsible for this behavior; analyses conduc
on similar models with the same strain-energy functi
suggest the ratio of the fiber stiffness to cross-fiber st
ness parametersb1 /b2 may influence this result.14 Simi-
larly, the circumferential–radial shear was negati
throughout the wall and the longitudinal–radial she
showed a sudden change in magnitude at the inner t
of the wall, neither of which has been observed in t
canine or porcine heart.15,26 These responses of th
model could possibly be improved by incorporating m
terial parameters that vary through the wall.13 The error
in the strain components suggests the computed stre
are also in error, although the inaccuracy is difficult
quantify since each component of the three-dimensio
stress tensor will depend on all the components of
strain tensor.

Despite these shortcomings, the model accurately p
dicts epicardial deformation on the anterolateral wall u
der passive loading. The stiffness in the fiber direction
much greater than in the cross-fiber direction, charac
istics similar to those in the canine and rat LV.27,26

Transmurally, cross-fiber strain showed much grea
variation than fiber strain, similar to characteristics fou
in the canine, but transmural three-dimensional stra
have yet to be measured in the intact rabbit ventricle
implications of this result must be derived cautiously.

Regional LV Wall Stress

Lin and Yin23 recently proposed a constitutive la
that is a function of the principal strain invariants for th
rabbit ventricular myocardium. Using thin slabs of rabb
myocardium from LV midwall, they measured materi
deformation in response to a range of applied loads
determined representative material parameters by fit
an exponential form of the strain energy function to da
obtained from uniaxial and biaxial tests. Their strain e
ergy function has the form:

W5 1
2C~eQ21!

~3!

Q5b1~ I 123!21b2~ I 123!~ I 421!1b3~ I 421!2,

whereI 1 is the first strain invariant andI 4 they define as

I 45n̂•C•n̂,

where C is the right Cauchy–Green deformation tens
and n̂ is a unit vector along the muscle fibers in th
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790 F. J. VETTER and A. D. MCCULLOCH
undeformed state. Note that the material parametersb1 ,
b2 , and b3 are unrelated to those in Eq.~1!, and typi-
cally do not have the same values as in Eq.~1!.

The material parameters for the rat27 and dog14 are
listed in Table 2, along with the parameters reported
Lin and Yin23 using the strain energy function abov
@Eq. ~3!# and the parameters we propose here. Figur
shows the equibiaxial fiber and cross-fiber stress–st
relations.

It has been previously shown that the rat myocardi
is significantly less stiff than that of the canine, and th
both materials are stiffer in the fiber direction than in t
cross-fiber direction.26 The material parameters propos
here also suggest that rabbit myocardium is stiffer in
fiber direction than in the cross-fiber direction. In add
tion, our results suggest rabbit myocardium may
stiffer than canine myocardium~note the solid lines are
steeper than the dotted lines in Fig. 9!.

Gallagher et al.10 noted that strains they measure
were lower than those observed in other species, and
material parameters determined here suggest intact m
cardium of the rabbit may be stiffer than that in the
and canine. These results, however, are not comple
consistent with the material description of the rab
myocardium proposed by Lin and Yin,23 which show
nearly equal stiffness in the fiber and cross-fiber dir
tions, and a generally more compliant material at stra
below 20%. This discrepancy may be due in part
differences in the experimental preparations: strains
tained from LV passive inflation may be affected by t
myocardial laminae, but in thin slabs of tissue this effe
would be minimized because the sheets lie transmur
in the ventricle. The specimens used in Lin and Yin23

were excised at the midwall where the sheets run
proximately normal to the epicardial plane.22 In addition,
the passive inflation protocol used by Gallagheret al.10

produced maximal fiber strain on the order of 10%. T
thin slabs used in the equibiaxial tests conducted by
and Yin were subjected to 30% strain in the fiber
cross-fiber direction. This may have made the tiss
more compliant due to strain softening.9

Similar to the strain, Cauchy stress resolved in fib
and cross-fiber directions varied regionally througho

TABLE 2. Material parameters used in Eq. „1…, „2…, or „3… to
model the stress–strain relation in the rat „Ref. 27…, dog „Ref.
6…, or rabbit „Ref. 23… myocardium, and the parameters
estimated using the model.

C
„kPa… b1 b2 b3

b4

(kPa)
W

form

Rat 2.2 9.2 2.0 3.7 Eq. (1)
Dog 1.76 18.5 3.58 1.63 Eq. (1)
Rabbit 0.206 9.13 2.32 0.08 Eq. (3)
Model 1.76 50.0 5.0 1.63 200 Eq. (2)
e
-

the LV and apex. Negative stresses tended to be loc
in the highly curved regions near the papillary insertio
at the subendocardium, although cross fiber stress
also negative at the midwall near the posterior papilla
The largest variations in both fiber and cross-fiber str
occurred at the subendocardium, where the larg
stresses were at the apex, although it is unknown if t
actually occurs in the heart. The apex is the thinn
region in the LV4 and may be a site of high stress, b
this has not been experimentally measured. Through
the entire LV wall and apex the mean fiber stress w
higher than the mean cross-fiber stress, suggesting
fiber orientation may play a significant role in the stre
distribution in intact myocardium. Aside from this, how
ever, there were no other apparent correlations betw
stress and fiber orientation.

Limitations

Though this model was anatomically detailed in term
of the geometry and fiber orientations, many features
the heart are still lacking. The model does not inclu
the imbrication angle of the myofibers.29 By including
the imbrication angle in simulations of passive LV infl
tion, Bovendeerd and co-workers2 found that shear de
formation was significantly reduced in the basal and a
cal regions of the ventricle. The model lacks th
myocardial laminar sheet structure which was first qu

FIGURE 9. Equibiaxial fiber „top … and cross fiber „bottom …

stress-strain relations from models of the dog „Ref. 6…, rat
„Ref. 27…, rabbit „Ref. 23… myocardium, and the model de-
scribed here.
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791Modeling Three-Dimensional LV Passive Mechanics
tified by LeGrice et al.22 and most recently by Cost
et al.,7 who showed that sliding and deformation of th
myocardial laminae may contribute significantly to sy
tolic thickening of the LV wall and suggested an orth
tropic ~rather than transversely isotropic! constitutive law
may better describe the material properties of LV my
cardium. The unloaded reference state for the model c
tained no residual stress, though residual stress is kn
to exist in the unloaded heart7 and reduces transmura
cross-fiber strain gradients.14 Thus the cross-fiber strain
reported here may be overestimated.

Numerically optimized material parameters, obtain
by minimizing the sum of squared differences betwe
experimental and model-predicted variables, have b
determined previously by Guccioneet al.14 using a cy-
lindrical model of the LV. They verified that a globa
minimum had been obtained by repeating their optim
zation procedure from a wide range of initial parame
values and computing the variance of each parame
Such an effort can potentially require a very large nu
ber of simulations, and the resulting solution may not
unique.12 From a practical standpoint we chose not
numerically optimize the material parameters given t
each simulation required approximately 5 h~and over
230 CPU hours! to complete. We would expect th
model to better reproduce the experimental strain m
surements had the material parameters been numeri
optimized instead of heuristically estimated. Neverth
less, by using the estimated material parameters obta
after 12 simulations, the model reproduced the exp
mentally measured fiber and cross-fiber strains w
within the experimental accuracy.

CONCLUSIONS

We have estimated the material properties of the
tact rabbit myocardium using a three-dimensional mo
of the rabbit ventricles. The parallel computational a
proach was shown to be highly scalable, reducing
time required to obtain a solution by 90%. Estimat
material parameters reproduced the epicardial stra
measured previously in the passively inflated rab
heart. On the epicardium, fiber strain was larger th
cross-fiber strain, a feature observed elsewhere in
dog and rat myocardium. Model strains at the midw
and endocardium, although similar to transmural stra
observed in the canine ventricle, are conjectural and
require experimental measurements in the rabbit
comparison. The model may serve as a means to i
grate the diverse experimental results from the rabbit i
a unified model of cardiac function.
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NOMENCLATURE

Ei j Lagrangian Green’s strain tensor components
W strain energy function
xi rectangular Cartesian coordinate
ñ unit vector in the direction of cardiac myofiber
ũ global solution vector
û approximation ofũ
K global tangent stiffness matrix
s i j Cauchy stress tensor components
Ti j second Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor comp

nents
Si finite element arc length
I i strain invariant
l, m, u prolate spheroidal coordinates
j i isoparametric finite element coordinate
bi ,C passive material parameters
dv displacement of variablev
C right Cauchy–Green deformation tensor
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